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Abstract

Typical patterns found in wafers and masks can be
put into three main classes [l]:

A self-reference technzque zs developed f o r detectzng
the locataon of defects an repeated p a t t e r n wafers and
mask5 The applzcatzon area of the proposed method
includes anspectaon of m e m o r y chaps, shzft regasters,
swatch capacztors, and CGD arrays. Using hzgh resolut i o n spectral estimation algorzthms, the proposed technaqiie first extracts the peraod and structure of repeated
patterns f r o m the zmage t o sub-pzzel resolutaon, and
then producc9 a defed-free reference zmage for making
comparison with the actual image Sznce the technzque
acquires all its needed anformation f r o m a single zmage, there as n o need for a database image, a n scalzng
procedure, or a n y a-priori knowledge about the repetitaon perzod of the patterns.
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Repeating structures

The repeating structure class covers two different
cases. The first includes repeated patterns within
a single chip such as memory area.s, shift registers,
adders, and switch capacitors. The chips themselves
considered as repeated patterns on a wafer can be included in the second case. As another potential example of repeating patterns, one can mention arrays
of charge-coupled devices (CCDs) arising in imaging
systems and cameras.
Most inspection techniques fall into one of the
following general d e g o r i e s : methods for checking
generic properties and design rules, and methods
based on image-to-image comparison. I n the first
category, the image is tested against a set of design
rules or local properties and violations are reported
as defects. An example of this kind of techniques
is the work of Ejiri et a1 [2] that uses an expansioncontraction method t o locate the defects. In image t o
image coinparison methods, the image taken from the
wafer is compared eit,her with an ideal image stored
in a database, or with the image taken from another
region of the same wafer that is supposedly identicad
t o the image under the test. A fairly comp1et.e review
of the related literature may be found in [ 3 ] .
Several optical inspect,ion techniques have been developed for locating and classifying defect,s on masks
and wafers. In spatial filt,ering methods, the spect,runi
of the perfect image in t,he Fourier transform tloinain is
filtered out from the image and an image that. includes
only defective patterns is obtained. This techniqw can
be iiiipleniented through a holographic approa.ch [illt o
attenuate distortions: however, since it is difficult to

Introduction
The task of detection and localization of defects in

VLSI wafers and masks is an essential but exhausting procedure. As the complexity of integrated circuits is increasing rapidly, the need t o automate the
inspection of photomasks and wafers becomes a more
iinportatit necessity for inaiiitainirig high throughput
ancl yield in the fabrication processes. Human visual
inspection and electrical testing are the most widely
used methods for defect detection; however, this is a
time consuming and difficult task for people t o do reliably. On the other hand the usage of electrical test
is inherently limited t o off-line aiid overall functional
verification of the chip structure, and caii only be accomplished after the fabrication is completed; it cannot be applied t o on-line and layer by layer inspection
of the wafer during the fabrication process. In aclditioii to the need for inspecting wafers, the inspection
of the inask pattern is critical because any defect on
the mask is transferred t o the wafers.
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whole image to decide whether a pixel corresponds to
a defect or not. Moreover, the techniques used in tlie
proposed approach yield sub-pixel resolution for estimat,ing the size of the building block.
The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 , the details of the proposed technique are presented. Section 3 contains several examples of application of the proposed technique for
detection of defects in real wafer images. Section 4
suniinarizes the results ancl offers some concluding remarks. In the proposed algorithm, tlie periods of the
patterns are estimated by techniques of sensor array
processing.

filter out only the frequencies of the acceptable pattern, the signal to noise ratio of the resulting defect
image is generally poor [SI.
Most commercial inspection systenis compare the
chip patterns with a pre-stored image in a database.
This requires a large volume of data as a reference.
A data conversion step is also needed to make the
scaling of tlie stored data equal to that of the inspect,ed image [5]. As the size of devices decrea.se,
proper adjustment of the scales for doing the required
comparisons becomes more difficult to achieve. As an
alternative to this appr0ac.h that avoids tlie need for
a large databrr3e, images of two adjacent dies can be
compared; however, tlie detection is limited by stepand-repeat errors and also the errors in synchronizing
the location of the two scanner beams over the die.
As was mentioned earlier, a n important. category of
defect inspection applications is the inspection of repeat,etl pat,terns on niasks and wafers. This is a field
of applicatioii for image-to-image comparison metliods in which the repeatedness of the patterns is used.
However, most existing systems that perform image t,o
image comparison face t,he following tlificulties. 111 order to compare images with each ot,lier,or with a reference dat,abase,accurate registration is necessary. This
includes both problems of alignnient and scaling and
int.roduces a tradeoff between the miniinurn detectable
defect size and the expense and throughput' of the systerns that compare the image with another image or
a database image. Moreover, if ail image to database
comparison inethod is chosen, there is also the need
to simulate the imaging and development processes in
order to produce the database.
A self-reference technique that, avoids the mentioiiecl difficulties was developed by Doni e2 a1 [6], in
which the comparison is made using the repeated cells
in the image. In this inethod prior knowledge about
the period of repetlitmioil
is assumed and scaling of the
image is adjusted accordingly; then each pixel is compared with two corresponding pixels in left and right
neighboring pat terns.

2

The Defect Detection Algorithm

The proposed defect detection algorithm is cotiiposed of three steps. I n tlie first step tlie repet'it,ion
periods of the pat,terns in both the horizontal and
vertical directions a.re estimated by a high-resolution
method. Aft,er oht,aining good estiniates of these periods, the l~uilclingblock of the image is extracted by
a proper sub-pixel weighted sum of tlie repeated patt,erns throughout the image. In the final step the location of defects is det,crniinetl by subtracting shifted
versions of the building block from the image. In order
to reduce the nuinher of false alarms especially at the
edges of the image, some ideas from fuzzy-logic and
median filtering are used i n this d e p . By passing the
resulting difference image through a proper threshold,
tlie location of the defect,s is obtained.

2.1

Estimating the Period of Repeatedness

The general problem of extract.ing the spectral coiiiponents of a signal arises in a wide range of applicat,ioii
areas such as in coinmuiiicatiotis systems, geophysical
data processing, ancl vibration analysis. The objective
in time series aiialysis is to obtain estimates of the sinusoidal frequencies i n a discrete time signal presumed
to be composed of a superposition of sinusoids adrletl
with noise. I n a inore generic case, one can consider
general exponential sinusoids wit,h decaying or growing envelopes. ~lat.lieiiiat~icaIIy,
if the N x I vector xlv
denotes the observed time scrim, and A = [XI, . . . , Ad]
is the unknown vector of exponential t,erins, the ohserved signal can be expressed as

In this paper, we propose a technique for extracting t.he structure of repeated patterns, or the buzldiiig
block, from the acquired iiriage it,self; ancl then detecting the t1efect.s by comparing the resulting building
block with the image. Extracting the repeated structure from the image eliminates the need for producing
a database and avoids the scaling prohlem as well.
There is also no need for the iniage to esactly contain
a certain number of pattern blocks. Also rather than
using only pixels from neighboring pat,terns, tlie proposed riietliod exploit,s inforinatmioilcoiitaiiied i n tlie
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where si contains the amplitude and phase of the i t h
exponential X i = e J w i , and n is the additive noise term.

- -

can write

f1

F=

An efficient technique adopted from the field of sensor array processing, called ESPRIT is used to estimate the frequencies X i [7, 81. In our application,
we are looking for estimates of the periods of a periodic iniage in the horizontal and vertical directions.
Therefore, the problem is slightly different from the
harmonic retrieval problem in that the goal here is to
find only the fundamental frequency of the signals.

(2)

The simple horizontal projection of the image produces an N x 1 vector x whose elements are
N

.~'i

=

C(fi)j, i = 1,. . . , N

(3)

j=1

Then, the goal is to estimate the fundamental frequency of the signal x. This is called the harmonic retrzevaf problem in spectral estimation literature. Harmonic retrieval problems arise in many applications
where a time series vector is given that is assuiiied t o
be a superposition of several cisoids contaminated in
noise and the goal is to extract the frequencies of the
present cisoids. Several high resolution methods have
been developed for estimating these frequencies [7, 81.
If the N x 1 vector x denote an observed time series, and A = [XI,. . . , An] be the unknown vector of
exponential terms. Then, the observed signal can be
expressed as

As a. mat,ter of background, there are a number of
different ways for estimat.ing the period of a periodic
signal. Among these methods one can mention the
FFT and the autocorrelation approa.ches. However,
there are two major drawbacks for these methods. In
our problem we are dealing with two-dimensional images and so the amount of computations will be very
high with either of there methods. The second and
more important disadvantage of these standard methods is their limited resolution, which depends on the
widt'li of the signal. In typical images of wafers, the
nuniber of periods of the pattern can be as low as 5 and
so we want to estiniat,e t,he period of a signal by only
observing a small number of it.s periods. Since tlie resolution of t.he FFT method for a given signal frequency
is proportional to the number of observed periods of
the signal, the period that is estimated by this method
in these sit,uations is not acceptable. Since in general
the period of the patterns is not an integer nuniber of
the pixels of the image, it is necessary t o use a high
resolution (subpixel) algorithm for period estimation.
We shall present such a method below.

where s , contains the amplitude and phase of the ith
exponential A, = , j u t , and n is the additive noise term.
In matrix formulation, the entire time series can be
written as

First let us note that the estimation of the horizontal and vertical periods of a periodic image are
separable problems i n nature and by transforming the
problem into two one-dimensiona.1problems, large savings in computational load can be achieved. One way
of doing this transformation is described below.

For applying eigenstrncture methods of sensor array
processing we need to compute the sample covariance
matrix of the measurements. The above formulation
views tlie data as one snapshot of a uniform linear
array. This defines only a one-dimensional signal subspace. To obtain a subspace of dimension d , we divide
x into P vectors of length m by sliding a window of
size 7n over the data. The value of m should sat,isfy
d < 711 5 N - d + 1. Then, P plays the role of the
number of sna,pshot,shere as compared with array processing formulation. Thus, the dat,a is rearranged as
follows

The image is first projected along its horizontal
and vertical axes and two one-dimensional vectors are
produced. Then, the aforementioned high-resolution
techniques of time series analysis ca,n be applied to
each of these vectors in order to obtain sub-pixel e h niat,es of the liorizont'al and vertical periods of repeatedntw in the image.
Let the iniage be denoted by the matrix F . We
only treat here the estimat,ion of the horizontal period
of the iniage; an idciit,ical procedure is used for estimating the vertical period. The rows of F are 1 x A T
vect,ors and are nanird fj i = 1 , . . . , N , so that, we
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periods of row and column projections determine the
size of the building block of the image. The procedure of extracting the building block is described in
the next section.

]

1

2.2

Given estimates of the period of the patterns in
both horizontal and vertical directions, the building
block is constructed by simply shifting a window of
proper size through the image and adding the corresponding pixel values together. Since in general the
size of the building block is not an integer number of
pixels, it is necessary t o shift the window by subpixel
values and use interpolation to find the values of subpixel points. A simple linear interpolation proves to
be sufficient and is used for this purpose.
If the estimated horizontal and vertical periods of
the image are T, and Ty respectively, the size of the
building block BB(k,I ) will be

where

Ana-1
d

Extracting the Building Block

J

1.

and @ = diag [ .\I . . ' A d
The vector s contains
the amplitudes of different frequency components and
is not important in our analysis.
With the above formulation, the signal subspace
techniques of sensor array processing can be applied to
estimate the significant frequencies of the signal X N .
A computationally efficient technique for estimating
the frequency components in the above problem is the
ESPRIT algorithm [7, $1. ESPRIT assunies the availability of nieasurements from two identical subarrays
that are displaced from each other by a displacement
vector A. In the time series analysis, the nieasurements come from equally spaced time instants. So
this problem possesses the structure required by ESPRIT and the frequencies of the sinusoids in the time
series signal can be estimated by this method.
I n our application, the signal X N is a periodic signal
and has a set of harmonically related frequency components. In other words, we only need to estimate the
frequency of the first harmonic of the signal. If the signal obtained by projection has a large component in
its principle frequency (which is true for square waveforms), then by choosing the number of components
equal to 4 (corresponding to the first and second harmonics in positive and negative frequencies), one can
directly obtain the period of the signal using a subspace method. However, in general, there may be a
relatively large amount of energy in higher harmonics, and in these cases one can estimate the value of
these higher harmonics of the signal and since the frequencies of these harmonics should be niultiples of the
principle frequency, this frequency can be extracted by
a simple linear least-squares method.
As mentioned before one of the most important
characteristics of these subspace fitting methods is
their ability t o provide high resolution estimates of the
parameters. In our application, this leads to subpixel
resolution in estimating the periods. The estimated

15 k
15 I

5 int(T,)+ 1

5 int(T,)+ 1

Denoting the value of the N x N image at location
( k , I) by F(k, I ) , the following equations are used to
construct the building block

where

n1 = int(N/T,)
n2 = i n t ( N / T y )
ki = int(T, * i)

By averaging among all of the blocks in image, the
amount of noise and the effect. of the defects are reduced considerably and a good estimate of building
block is obtained in this way. It should also be mentioned that if the sizes of defects in an image are so
large that the computed builtliug block is no longer
a good estimate of the true value, then alt,hough the
defect, can not be localized exactly, the algorithm will
still give an alarm and will reject the sample.
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Detecting the Defects

2.3

Fig, G shows the image of another patterned wafer,
and Figs. 7 and 8 show the extracted building block
and the location of the defects in this example.
The third example considers another real image,
which consists of two interlaced subimages that are
shift.ed with respect t,o eacli other (Fig. 9). As a result, there are some rows of the image that are siiiiilar
but shifted versions of each other (Fig. l o ) , and by
simple projection of the image along the horizontal
axis we ohtairl a signal that has almost twice the true
frequency of the patterns. In such cases by a proper
preprocessing of the image (see below), we obtain another signal that has the correct pattern frequency
(Fig. 12). By estimating the period of this signal,
t,he building block and the location of defect,s are obtained accordingly (Figs. 13 and 14). To handle these
cases a simple preprocessing step can be applied t o
the image as follows. First each row is ceiiiered by
removing i6s mean. Let. the new rows be denoted by
zi , i = 1 , .. . , N . The average vect,or of all rows is
calculated and called a. Then each row of the image
is projected onto the plane orthogonal t o a. By this
transformation t,he t,wo vectors t,liat were shifted versions of each ot.her will be transformed t o vectors 180
degrees apart. In Fig. 11, a simple diagram is shown
to visualize this situation. Vectors z1 and z? represent
the two similar and shifted rows and their projections
onto the space orthogonal t o a are along directions
ql and q z , respectively. After this preprocessing step,
the inner product of each of the two kinds of rows with
a selected row vector will have opposite signs t o each
other. An example of such cases is present,ed in Fig. 9.
In Fig. 10(a) and (b), the two similar and shifted rows
of the image are shown. Simple projection of these
rows results in similar values in the projection vector
x which is shown in Fig. l2(a). However, by implementing the preprocessing step and multiplying the
transformed image by one of these typical vectors, the
two shifted vectors will be transformed t o two opposite numbers and so the period of the projection will
be equal t o the true period of the patterns. In the
above example, the resulting projection vect,or x has
the form sliown in Fig. 12(b) in which the effects of
siniilar rows have been converted t o opposite values.

When the building block is constructed, one might
simply compare each point of the original image with
tlie corresponding point in the building block, arid if
the difference is larger than a threshold, that point
may be identified as a defect. However, because of
tlie qimntization effects a t the edges of the image, in
pract,ice eacli point should also be compared with the
eight neighboring point,s of its Corresponding point in
the building block. Having computed the difference
between each point of the image and all 9 points in tlie
neighborhood of its corresponding point in the building block, that point of the image is a.ssigned a value
equa.1 t o the minimum af the absolute value of these
differences. It is this value that gives a measure of t,he
probability t,liat the point is a defect.
Mathematically, tlie above procedure can be stat,ed
by tlie relation

where

= r n - i n t ( n > / T c*) T,
1 = n - inl(n /Ty) *Ty

k

By transforming all the points of the image to such
a difference image, and using a proper threshold value,
one can classify the points of image as either defects
or nondefect,s. The value of the threshold generally
depends on the contrast, of the imagp and the amount
of tlie difference in intensity which is supposed to be
interpreted as a defect and ca.n be chosen accordingly.

3

Experimental Results

In this section we apply the developed techniques t o
the detection of defectssin images that have repeated
pattern blocks.
I n these examples, real images taken by an optical
niicroscope are considered. In this case the period in
either of the two directions is not an exact number
of pixels and the suh-pixel algorithm is necessary to
obtain a good estimate of these non-integer numbers.
In Figs. 1 and 2 the image and its projection along the
horizontal axis are shown. In fact the signal in Fig. 2 is
the signal whose period is t o be estimated. The spatial
frequencies of this signal as estimated by the ESPRIT
a.lgorithm are shown in Fig. 3. Finally the estimated
building block of this image and the location of tlie
defects are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 respectively.

4

Conclusion

An automatic self-reference t.echnique has been
developed for detecting defects on repeated pattern
wafers and masks. The technique uses information
from the image t,o extract the building block of the repeated structure and locates the defects by subtract-
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ing a regenerated defect-free image from the acquired
image. There is no need in this method for a reference database image or a scaling procedure. Potential
application areas for the proposed method include inspection of memory chips, shift registers, switch capacitors, and CCD arrays. Since the proposed algorithm
extracts the required information from a single image,
it may be applied for automatic detection of any defect or non-regularities in a repeating two-dimensional
signal. In the current paper its application to images
from the area of wafer and mask defect inspection has
been considered, but the ideas of the proposed approach may also be extended to other areas that deal
with repeated structues such as crystallography.
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Figure 2: Projection vector along the horizontal axis
of the image in Fig. 1.
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Figure 3: Horizontal spatial frequencies of the image
in Fig. 1 estimated by the ESPRIT algorithm.

Figure 4: The building block of the image in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: An image from a repeated pattern chip.

Figure 5: Defects of the image in Fig. 1 extracted by
the proposed technique.
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Figure 9: An image from a chip with similar and
shifted rows.

Figure 6: Another image from a repeated pattern chip.

Figure 7: The building block of the image in Fig. 6.

Figure 10: Plots of two rows of the image of Fig. 9
that are similar but shifted versions of each other.

Figure 11: A diagram showing how two similar and
shifted rows of the image are mapped to vectors with
opposite directions.

Figure 12: (a)Result of simple projection of the image
of Fig. 9 along horizontal axis. (b) Result of applying
the projection after preprocessing the image (see text).

Figure 8: Defects of the image in Fig. 6 extracted by
the proposed technique.
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Figure 13: The building block of the image in Fig. 9

Figure 14: Defects of the image in Fig. 9 extracted by
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